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Abstract: Ad-blocking applications have become increasingly popular among Internet users. Ad-blockers
have known privacy- and security-enhancing implications, such as improvement in browsing experience due
to reduction of visual clutter and increased speed of page
loading; protection of users’ decision-making autonomy,
choice and control over browsing experience; and decrease in exposure to malicious advertising. Some adblockers also attempt to reduce online tracking. However, little is known about their impact on consumer
behavior, particularly in the context of online shopping. The online advertising industry has claimed that
targeted ads help consumers find better and cheaper
deals faster. Following the logic of this claim, using adblockers should deprive consumers of these benefits. We
designed a lab experiment (N=212) with real economic
incentives to vet those claims. We focus on the effects
of blocking contextual ads on participants’ online purchase behavior. Contextual ads are targeted to specific
contexts, such as search query or webpage content. We
find that blocking contextual ads did not have a statistically significant effect on the prices of products participants chose, the time they spent searching for them, or
how satisfied they were with the chosen products, prices,
and perceived quality. Thus, we do not reject the null
hypothesis that consumer welfare stays constant when
those ads are blocked or are shown. In other words,
we do not find evidence that the presence of contextual ads or their removal using an ad-blocker decreases
(or increases) consumer welfare in terms of prices paid,
search costs, or product satisfaction. Hence, the use of
ad-blockers does not compromise privacy and security
benefits in exchange for consumer welfare. We discuss
the implications of this work in terms of end-users’ privacy, its limitations, and future work to extend these
results.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, online advertising and blocking of it using special tools (e.g., browser extensions and mobile
apps) have been at the center of an heated debate. The
online advertising industry has maintained the economic
benefits of online advertising, claiming that online ads
(and in particular targeted ads) benefit all agents in the
advertising ecosystem (vendors, publishers, ad companies, and consumers alike), and support the provision
of free online content and services [38]. Claimed benefits range from immediate advantages (such as matching buyers to sellers, increasing companies’ revenues and
satisfying consumer needs), to broader economic contributions (including creation of jobs and stimulation of
the economic growth in digital sectors) [32, 36, 37].
On the consumer side, however, the large volumes
of ads and the extensive data collection associated with
many of them have raised diverse concerns [22, 58, 75],
inducing growing numbers of Internet users to install
software blocking online advertising content altogether,
or countering online tracking [64]. This suggests that
ad-blockers do address important users’ needs, such as
protect from online tracking and malware [72], and from
other security threats posed by malicious advertising
[49, 82]. Users believe that ad-blockers also improve user
experience, due to increased page load speed, and decreased bandwidth usage, and protect from intrusion,
interruption of attention, and offensive or inappropriate
content of ads [30], therefore guarding privacy defined
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